Rules for dog owners
Each of us can contribute by a considerate, responsible guidance of his dog to the fact that our environment
does not become still more dog-hostile and the dog attitude is not limited by still more laws and prohibitions.
If I meet a jogger, cyclist, walker and a dog owner who leads his dog on a leash, I take my dog without being
asked to the leash or in the reliably executed "foot".
If I cross a passer-by, another dog owner, etc., I lead my dog on the side facing away from the passer-by. My
dog shows a neutral behavior when crossing.
Within residential areas, apartment buildings, schools, playgrounds and sports facilities I lead my dog on a leash.
Likewise, I do not allow my dog to run through agricultural land or other people's gardens.
I immediately stop my dog from digging on public property.
I observe leash bans and dog bans and do not walk my dog in children's playgrounds or cemeteries.
My dog is not allowed to pull on the leash and must show socialized, neutral behavior towards the environment. I
do not tolerate undesirable hunting, herding or aggressive behavior and take immediate action against it.
I dispose of my dog's droppings in a dog excrement bag in the Robidog or in the waste bag and make sure that
the dog does not do this in inappropriate places.
In public places, transportation, restaurants, my dog is on a leash right next to or below me.
When entering or leaving any type of premises, I walk my dog on a loose leash behind me if possible.
I always make sure that my dog does not bother anyone.
I never leave my dog unattended in the presence of children.
I also do not let my dog walk alone with children.
If children are walking the dog in my presence, I lead the dog in difficult or dangerous moments.
I do not leave my dog alone for hours at home or in the hotel and I train him to wait without barking and bawling.

